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experience and visions for future solutions

Accomplished Senior Healthcare Executive with 30 + years of national
and international experience in medical facilities, newbusiness
development and operations.
Deborah is the Director of Operations at TRIO Fertility in Toronto,Canada
- she leads clinical operations, patient care enhancement programs,
human resources and corporate development. Prior tojoining TRIO,
Deborah held senior management and c-level leadership roles in
executive healthcare, pharmaceuticals and international new business
development in Nutraceuticals.
In-depth knowledge of improving healthcare portfolio projects, decisive leader with proven success
in change management, new market identification and strategic positioning in business healthcare.
Her dossier has a high level focus of strong team development with emphasis on coaching,
mentoring and leadership that translates into patient excellence. Well developed business
management skills with a rich mix of strategic planning, budgeting, resource allocation and
analytics. Powered to function effectively during periods of rapid change and transition. Invited
guest speaker to international medical conferences on the subject of patient relationship
management, clinical operations leadership and change management.
Deborah’s credentials are enhanced with a Master of Management from McGill University
specializing in International Healthcare. She has held the Treasurer position for the Canadian
Fertility and Andrology Society ASIG division for two years and is now the Chair. She is the
Publisher for TCARTIVF Quarterly. She is the Chairperson for the McGill International Alumni
Healthcare Conference. On a personal note, Deborah has been married for 35 years, is an
accomplished equestrian rider specializing in Polo and has a daughter following in her footsteps
both in the pharmaceutical and equine worlds. Deborah has an innovative mindset along with a
flair that takes healthcare out-of-the-box. She has a strong influence on facilitating change,
collaborating transformation and people engagement. Results-oriented with a commitment to
corporate development & community excellence.
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